The special issue on Bibliometric-enhanced Information Retrieval presents works at the crossroad between Bibliometrics and Information Retrieval, two domains closely related on the map of Information Science (Fig. 1 ). With the surge of ''scholarly big data'' (Giles 2013) Bibliometrics and Information Retrieval have seen a recent renaissance that resulted in a recent special issue on ''Combining bibliometrics and information retrieval'' in Scientometrics in 2015 (Mayr and Scharnhorst 2015) and a successful workshop series held at leading conferences such as SIGIR, JCDL, and ECIR and covering topics relevant not just to Scientometrics/Bibliometrics and Information Retrieval, but also to Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning, and Digital Libraries.
This special issue was announced via an open call for papers. Among the eighteen submissions we received, most were extended workshop papers from the BIR workshop at ECIR 2017 held in Aberdeen, Scotland (Mayr et al. 2017b ) and the BIRNDL workshop at SIGIR 2017 held in Tokyo, Japan (Mayr et al. 2017a ). All submissions were evaluated by two to three referees with an overall balanced expertise in Bibliometrics and Information Retrieval.
This special issue eventually includes eight papers: three are extended papers presented at BIR and five are extended papers presented at BIRNDL. It covers a variety of topics including: Authorship identification and writing style analysis (Rexha et al. 2018) ; Locality sensitive hashing to measure the overlap bibliographic databases for paper indexing (Abdulhayoglu and Thijs 2018) ; Automatic discovery of cross-topic collaborations (Cagliero et al. 2018) ; Identification of problems and their solutions in scientific articles (Heffernan and Teufel 2018) (Ma et al. 2018 ); Detection of automatically generated sentences and texts within genuinely written papers (Tien and Labbé 2018); Citance-based retrieval and summarization using Information Retrieval and Machine Learning (Karimi et al. 2018 ); Analysis of search stratagems for interactive information retrieval in bibliographic databases (Kacem and Mayr 2018) . We hope the selection of papers in this special issue will be interesting and enjoyable for researchers coming from all relevant fields and provide a starting point for future explorations in the field.
There is an other special issue on ''Bibliometric-enhanced Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing for Digital Libraries'' that was compiled after the first joint BIRNDL workshop held at JCDL 2016 in Newark, New Jersey, USA and is coming out in the ''International Journal on Digital Libraries''. This special issue contains fourteen papers (Mayr et al. forthcoming) .
